High-Performance and Multifunctional Skinlike Strain Sensors Based on Graphene/Springlike Mesh Network.
The development of skinlike strain sensors that are integrated with multiple sensing functions has attracted tremendous attention in recent years. To mimic human skin, strain sensors should have the abilities to detect various deformations such as pressing, stretching, bending, and even subtle vibrations. Here, we developed a facile, cost-effective, and scalable method for fabrication of high-performance strain sensors based on a graphene-coated springlike mesh network. This composite-based sensor exhibits an incorporation of low detection limit (LOD) for minute deformation (LOD of 1.38 Pa for pressure, 0.1% for tensile strain, and 10 μm for vibration), multiple sensing functions, long-term stability, and wide maximal sensing range (up to 80 kPa for pressure and 110% for tensile strain). On the basis of its superior performance, it can be applied for in situ monitoring of human motions ranging from subtle physiological signals (e.g., pulse, respiration, and phonation) to substantial movements (e.g., finger bending).